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A Counting Lemma and Multiple Combinatorial Stokes’ Theorem
SHYH-NAN LEE AND MAU-HSIANG SHIH†
We prove in the present paper a counting lemma for bipartite digraphs which is useful in the
combinatorics of pseudomanifolds. By an application of the lemma, we prove a multiple combinatorial
Stokes’ theorem, generalizing the 1967 Ky Fan combinatorial formula to multiple labelings.
c© 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The object of this note will be to prove a counting lemma for bipartite digraphs. By an
application of the lemma, we shall establish a ‘Multiple Combinatorial Stokes’ Theorem’.
A proof given by Bondy and Murty [1, p. 21] for the Sperner lemma is well-known and
makes use of the following simple fact in graph theory: in any (finite) graph, the number of
vertices of odd degree is even. On the other hand, in his constructive proof of the Fundamental
Theorem of Algebra, Kuhn [3, p. 157] presented the following combinatorial version of Stokes’
theorem (see Figure 1).
COMBINATORIAL STOKES’ THEOREM. Let Q be a bounded region of the plane (connected
or not) subdivided into triangles with a positive orientation. Suppose that the vertices of the
subdivision are labelled 1, 2, or 3. Define .1/ D C1 or −1 if the triangle 1 is labelled
.1; 2; 3/ or .1; 3; 2/, in cyclic order, respectively, and .1/ D 0, otherwise. For a directed
edge e  @Q (@Q stands for the boundary of Q), define .e/ D C1 or−1 if the directed edge
e is labelled .1; 2/ or .2; 1/, respectively, and .e/ D 0, otherwise. ThenX
1Q
.1/ D
X
e@Q
.e/:
In fact, a more general form of the ‘Combinatorial Stokes’ Theorem’ was proved by Ky Fan
[2] (known as Ky Fan’s combinatorial formula), in attempting to give a common generalization
of the celebrated Sperner lemma [6] and of the celebrated Tucker lemma [7]. Ky Fan’s formula
is only concerned with a single labeling. In the present paper, we shall prove a ‘Multiple
Combinatorial Stokes’ Theorem’ and see that this theorem can be proved by using a counting
lemma related to bipartite digraphs. Recent research related to combinatorics of complexes
may be found in our notes [4, 5]; note [5] is a study of combinatorial formulae for multiple set-
valued labelings, with a topological application. It may be mentioned here that our counting
lemma for bipartite digraphs also provides a unified treatment of combinatorial theorems
proved in [5].
2. A COUNTING LEMMA FOR BIPARTITE DIGRAPHS
We follow the notation given in the book by Bondy and Murty [1]. A digraph (directed graph)
D is an ordered triple .V .D/; A.D/;  D/ consisting of a nonempty set V .D/ of vertices, a set
A.D/, disjoint from V .D/, of arcs, and an incidence function  D that associates with each
†This research was supported by the National Science Council of the Republic of China.
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FIGURE 1.
arc of D an ordered pair of (not necessarily distinct) vertices of D. If a is an arc and u and v
are vertices such that  D.a/ D .u; v/, then a is said to join u to v; u is the tail of a, and v is its
head. The indegree d−D.v/ of a vertex v in D is the number of arcs with head v; the outdegree
dCD.v/ of v is the number of arcs with tail v. A digraph is strict if it has no loops and no two
arcs with the same ends have the same orientation. A bipartite graph is one whose vertex set
can be partitioned into two sets X and Y , so that each edge has one end in X and one end in
Y ; such a partition .X; Y / is called a bipartition of the graph. A bipartite digraph D means
that the underlying graph of D is bipartite. For a set X , denote by jX j the cardinality of X .
With the notation explained above, a counting lemma for bipartite digraph runs as follows (see
Figure 2).
LEMMA. Let p and q be two positive integers and D D .V .D/; A.D/;  D/ be a strict
. f ini te/ digraph which is bipartite with the bipartition .X; Y / of the vertex set V .D/ of the
digraph D. Assume that there exists a partition fX 0; X 00g of X and a partition fY 0; Y 00g of Y
such that
(i) A vertex v of X is in X 0 if dCD.v/C d−D.v/ D p and dCD.v/d−D.v/ D 0;(ii) A vertex v of Y is in Y 0 if dCD.v/C d−D.v/ D q and dCD.v/d−D.v/ D 0;(iii) dCD.v/ D d−D.v/ for all v 2 X 00 [ Y 00.
Then
p.jXCj − jX−j/C q.jYCj − jY−j/ D 0;
where
XC D fv 2 X 0 V dCD.v/ D pg;
X− D fv 2 X 0 V d−D.v/ D pg;
YC D fv 2 Y 0 V dCD.v/ D qg;
Y− D fv 2 Y 0 V d−D.v/ D qg:
PROOF. Let X D fx1; : : : ; xr g and Y D fy1; : : : ; ysg, where r D jX j and s D jY j. Define
the incidence matrix .i j /rs of the bipartite digraph D as follows:
i j D
( 1 if .xi ; y j / 2  D.A.D// and .y j ; xi / =2  D.A.D//,
−1 if .y j ; xi / 2  D.A.D// and .xi ; y j / =2  D.A.D//,
0 otherwise.
Then for each i D 1; : : : ; r; by conditions (i) and (iii), we have
sX
jD1
i j D dCD.xi /− d−D.xi / D
8<: p if xi 2 X
C
,
−p if xi 2 X−,
0 if xi 2 X 00.
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FIGURE 2.
Thus
rX
iD1
sX
jD1
i j D p.jXCj − jX−j/:
Similarly, we have
sX
jD1
rX
iD1
i j D −q.jYCj − jY−j/;
completing the proof. 2
For an example, see the digraph shown in Figure 2. This indicates that p D 2, q D 3, and
XC D fx2; x3; x5; x6; x7g; X− D fx1; x4g;
YC D fy1g; Y− D fy2; y3; y4g:
We have
p.jXCj − jX−j/ D −q.jYCj − jY−j/ D 6;
as desired.
3. A COMBINATORIAL FORMULA IN PSEUDOMANIFOLDS
An (abstract) complex is a finite collection K of finite sets such that if  is an element of
K so is every subset of  . Elements of K are called simplices of K . For each non-negative
integer p, let K .p/ be the collection of K such that  2 K .p/ if  2 K and j j D p C 1.
Elements of K .p/ are called p-simplices of K . A 0-simplex of K is also called a vertex of
K . For a p-simplex  , the closure Cl. / of  is the complex having all subsets of  as its
elements. Elements of Cl. /.r/ are called r-faces of .0  r  p/, and elements of Cl. /
are called faces of  .
Let A D fa1; : : : ; apC1g be a set of p C 1 elements .p  1/. Then there are .p C 1/W
orderings of the elements of A. Two orderings I D .ai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1/ and J D .a j1 ; : : : ; a jpC1/
have the same orientation if the permutation
ai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1
a j1 ; : : : ; a jpC1

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is an even permutation. We denote this relation by I  J . From elementary properties of
permutations,  is an equivalence relation. The set of all orderings (of the elements of A)
is thus decomposed into two equivalence classes. Each of the equivalence classes is called
an orientation of A, and if we fix one of them arbitrarily, the other one is called the opposite
orientation. The orientation of A determined by the ordering .ai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1/ will be denoted
by
Tai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1 U
and the opposite orientation of Tai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1 U will be denoted −Tai1 ; : : : ; ai pC1U.
An oriented simplex is a simplex equipped with an orientation. Given a p-simplex  D
fv1; : : : ; vpC1g of a complex K .p  1/, we shall write the oriented p-simplex  by
 D Cv1    vpC1 or  D −v1    vpC1
if the orientation of  is Tv1; : : : ; vpC1U or −Tv1; : : : ; vpC1U respectively. If DC v1    vpC1
is an oriented p-simplex .p  1/, the induced orientation of the .p−1/-face fv1; : : : ; vpg in 
is defined to be Tv1; : : : ; vpU or−Tv1; : : : ; vpU if p is even or odd respectively; when p D 1, the
induced orientation of fv1g in  D Cv1v2 is, by definition,−Tv1U (note that the orientation Tv1U
of a one-point set fv1g is undefined). Thus if  D "v1    vpC1 is an oriented p-simplex, where
" D 1 and p  1, then for each i D 1; 2; : : : ; p C 1,  induces an oriented .p − 1/-face
i D .−1/i−1"v1    vi−1viC1    vpC1 ()
of  ; when p D 1, the induced oriented 0-faces of  D v1v2 are 1 D v2 and 2 D v1.
For the convenience of the reader, we recall that an n-pseudomanifold .n  0/ is a complex
K having the following two properties:
(M1) Every simplex of K is a face of at least one n-simplex of K .
(M2) Each .n − 1/-simplex of K is a face of at most two n-simplices of K .
An .n − 1/-simplex  of an n-pseudomanifold K is called a boundary .n − 1/-simplex of
K , if  is a face of exactly one n-simplex of K . The set of all boundary .n − 1/-simplices of
an n-pseudomanifold K is denoted by @K ; when @K D ;, the empty set, we say that K is a
closed n-pseudomanifold. As an example, if  is an n-simplex of a complex K .n  1/, then
Cl. / is an n-pseudomanifold and @Cl. / D Cl. /.n−1/:
An n-pseudomanifold K is coherently oriented if all its n-simplices are so oriented that
whenever an .n − 1/-simplex  is a common face of two distinict n-simplices  and  , the
orientations of  and  induce opposite orientations on  .
Let K be a coherently oriented n-pseudomanifold and8 be a function which assigns to each
vertex v of K an m-tuple .m > n/
8.v/ D .’1.v/; : : : ; ’m.v//
such that
(L1) ’i .v/ is a nonzero integer for all vertex v of K and for all i D 1; : : : ;m,
(L2) ’i .v1/C ’ j .v2/ 6D 0 for the vertices v1, v2 of every 1-simplex fv1; v2g of K and every
i; j D 1; : : : ;m with i 6D j .
Such a function 8 is called an m-multiple labeling of K .
For n C 1 distinct integers j1; : : : ; jnC1 arranged in this order, denote by C. j1; : : : ; jnC1/
[resp. −. j1; : : : ; jnC1/] the number of those pairs .; g/ such that
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(A1)  is an n-simplex of K and g is an injection of  into f1; : : : ;mg;
(A2)  D Cv1    vnC1 [resp.  D −v1    vnC1] and
’g.vi /.vi / D ji for i D 1; : : : ; n C 1:
For every boundary (n − 1/-simplex of K , we consider the induced orientation from that of
the unique incident n-simplex of K .
For n distinict integers j1; : : : ; jn arranged in this order, C. j1; : : : ; jn/ [resp. −. j1; : : : ;
jn/] will denote the number of those pairs .; f / such that
(B1)  is a boundary .n − 1/-simplex of K and f is an injection of  into f1; : : : ;mg,
(B2)  D Cv1    vn [resp.  D −v1    vn] and ’ f .vi /.vi / D ji for i D 1; : : : ; n.
Finally, we define  D C − − and  D C − −. We are now in a position to prove the
‘Multiple Combinatorial Stokes’ Theorem’.
THEOREM. Let8 be an m-multiple labeling of a coherently oriented n-pseudomanifold K .
Then X
0<k1<<knC1
f.−k1; k2; : : : ; .−1/nC1knC1/C .−1/n.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/nknC1/g
D .m − n/
X
0<k1<<kn
.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/n−1kn/: ()
In particular, if K is a closed n-pseudomanifold, thenX
0<k1<<knC1
.−k1; k2; : : : ; .−1/nC1knC1/
D .−1/n−1
X
0<k1<<knC1
.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/nknC1/:
We remark that when ’1 D    D ’n D ’, then for each boundary .n − 1/-simplex  of K
and for each injection f of  into f1; : : : ;mg,
’ f .v/.v/ D ’.v/ for all v 2 ;
that is, the integer ’ f .v/.v/ is independent of the choice of such an injection f . Because there
are exactly Pmn D m.m−1/    .m−nC1/ injections of the .n−1/-simplex  into f1; : : : ;mg,
C. j1; : : : ; jn/; −. j1; : : : ; jn/ and . j1; : : : ; jn/
are multiple of Pmn for any n distinict integers j1; : : : ; jn . Thus the function given by
O D =Pmn
is integer-valued. Similary, O D =PmnC1 is integer-valued as well. As
PmnC1 D .m − n/Pmn ;
we have, by (),X
0<k1<<knC1
f O.−k1; k2; : : : ; .−1/nC1knC1/C .−1/n O.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/nknC1/g
D
X
0<k1<<kn
O.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/n−1kn/:
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Thus, when ’1 D    D ’m D ’; the above theorem reduces to Ky Fan’s combinatorial
formula [2].
We remark also that in the theorem it is required that injections of an .n C 1/-set into
f1; : : : ;mg, we must have m > n. If m  n, then both sides of the identity () are equal to
0, and there is nothing to discuss.
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. We divide the proof into four steps, and the proof will be com-
pleted by using our counting lemma.
Step 1. Construct two sets X and Y . Let
X D f.; f / V .; f / satisfies the condition (B1)g;
Y D f.; g/ V .; g/ satisfies the condition (A1)g:
Let .; f / 2 X . Denote by 8 f . / D f’ f .v/.v/ V v 2  g. We shall say that .; f / 2 X is
alternating if 8 f . / D fk1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/n−1kng for some integers 0 < k1 <    < kn :
Step 2. Construct a bipartite digraph D D .V .D/; A.D/;  D/ with the bipartition .X; Y /
of V .D/. Define a bipartite strict diagraph D D .V .D/; A.D/;  D/ as follows:
.X; Y / is the bipartition of the vertex set V .D/. For x D .; f / 2 X and y D .; g/ 2 Y ,
the ordered pair .x; y/ 2  D.A.D// [resp. .y; x/ 2  D.A.D//] if
(D1)    and f D gj;
(D2) x is alternating,
(D3)  induces the oriented .n − 1/-face  D Cv1    vn [resp.  D −v1    vn] of  , where
’ f .vi /.vi / D .−1/i−1ki for i D 1; : : : ; n and 0 < k1 <    < kn :
A.D/ and  D are defined implicitly, and the construction of D is completed.
Step 3. Construct four sets X 0; X 00; XC; X−. Let x D .; f / 2 X .
Case 1. x is not alternating. Then, by (D2), dCD.x/ D d−D.x/ D 0:
Case 2. x is alternating and  =2 @K . Then, by (M1), (M2) and the definition of @K ,  is a
common .n − 1/-face of exactly two distinct n-simplices  and  of K . As K is coherently
oriented, the orientations of  and  induce opposite orientations on  ; on the other hand,
since x D .; f / satisfies condition (B1), there are exactly m − n injective extensions of f to
each of the two .nC 1/-sets  and  into the set f1; : : : ;mg: Thus, by (D1), (D2) and (D3), we
conclude that dCD.x/ D d−D.x/ D m − n.
Case 3. x is alternating and  2 @K . Then by the definition of @K ,  is a face of a unique
n-simplex  of K . A similar discussion as in Case 2, we obtain
dCD.x/ D m − n or d−D.x/ D m − n; and dCD.x/d−D.x/ D 0:
To fit our counting lemma, we naturally define
X 0 D f.; f / 2 X V .; f / is alternating and  2 @K g;
X 00 D f.; f / 2 X V .; f / is alternating and  =2 @K g;
XC D fx 2 X 0 V dCD.x/ D m − ng;
X− D fx 2 X 0 V d−D.x/ D m − ng:
Note that
jXCj − jX−j D
X
0<k1<<kn
.k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/n−1kn/:
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Step 4. Construct four sets Y 0, Y 00, YC, Y−.
Let y D .; g/ 2 Y .
Case 1. There is no alternating x 2 X such that .x; y/ 2  D.A.D// or .y; x/ 2  D.A.D//.
Then, by (D2), dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 0.
Case 2. There is an alternating x D .; f / 2 X such that .x; y/ 2  D.A.D//, or .y; x/ 2
 D.A.D//. Then, by (D1), we may assume that  D fv1; : : : ; vng and  D fv1; : : : ; vnC1g;
and we may write, by (D3) and (),  D "v1    vn ,  D .−1/n"v1    vnC1 (" D 1) and
’ f .vi /.vi / D .−1/i−1ki for i D 1; : : : ; n and 0 < k1 <    < kn . As f D gj by (D1), we
have ’g.vi /.vi / D ’ f .vi /.vi / D .−1/i−1ki for i D 1; : : : ; n. Let ’g.vnC1/.vnC1/ D k (k 6D 0
by (L1)).
We discuss the following seven subcases separately.
Case 2.1. jkj D ki for some i D 1; : : : ; n: Then
k D .−1/i−1ki (by (L2)) :
Thus x 0 D . 0; f 0/ is alternating, where
 0 D nfvi g and f 0 D gj 0:
As the transposition
.vi vnC1/ D

v1    vi−1 vi viC1    vn vnC1
v1    vi−1 vnC1 viC1    vn vi

is an odd permutation, we rewrite the oriented n-simplex  as
 D .−1/nC1"v1    vi−1vnC1viC1    vnvi
and, by (),  induces the oriented .n − 1/-face  0 D .−1/"v1    vi−1vnC1viC1    vn of  .
By the definition of A.D/ defined implicitly in Step 2 and the hypothesis in this subcase, there
is no element in X , other than x and x 0, joining with y. Consequently, according to (D3), we
have
dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 1:
Case 2.2. ki < jkj < kiC1 for some i D 1; : : : ; n−1 and k D .−1/i−1jkj: Then by a similar
discussion as that in Case 2.1, we can find exactly one alternating x 0 D . 0; f 0/ other than x
such that x 0 and y are joined. Indeed
 0 D nfvi g; f 0 D gj 0
and  induces the oriented .n − 1/-face
 0 D −"v1    vi−1vnC1viC1    vn :
Thus dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 1 by (D3).
Case 2.3. ki < jkj < kiC1 for some i D 1; : : : ; n − 1 and k D .−1/i jkj. Then, as in Case
2.2 and instead of  0 by
 0 D nfviC1g;
we have
dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 1:
Case 2.4. jkj < k1 and k > 0. Then dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 1.
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FIGURE 3.
TABLE 1.
A B C D
’1 1 −1 −5 1
’2 2 2 −6 6
’3 3 −3 7 3
Case 2.5. jkj < k1 and k < 0. Then x is the only one alternating vertex of X such that x
and y are joined, therefore
dCD.y/C d−D.y/ D 1
and 
dCD.y/ D 1 if " D −1,
d−D.y/ D 1 if " D 1.
Case 2.6. jkj > kn and k D .−1/n−1jkj: Then
dCD.y/ D d−D.y/ D 1 as in Case 2.4 :
Case 2.7. jkj > kn and k D .−1/njkj: Then as in Case 2.5, we have
dCD.y/C d−D.y/ D 1
and 
dCD.y/ D 1 if " D −1,
d−D.y/ D 1 if " D 1.
Let us define
Y 0 D fy 2 Y V dCD.y/C d−D.y/ D 1g;
Y 00 D fy 2 Y V dCD.y/C d−D.y/ 6D 1g;
YC D fy 2 Y 0 V dCD.y/ D 1g;
Y− D fy 2 Y 0 V d−D.y/ D 1g:
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TABLE 2.X
0<k1<k2
.k1;−k2/ D 3− 4 D −1
.; f / 8 f . / Orientation
.AB; 12/ 1 2
.AB; 13/ 1 −3 C
.AB; 21/ 2 −1
.AB; 23/ 2 −3 C
.AB; 31/ 3 −1
.AB; 32/ 3 2
.BC; 12/ −1 −6
.BC; 13/ −1 7
.BC; 21/ 2 −5 C
.BC; 23/ 2 7
.BC; 31/ −3 −5
.BC; 32/ −3 −6
.C A; 12/ −5 2 −
.C A; 13/ −5 3 −
.C A; 21/ −6 1 −
.C A; 23/ −6 3 −
.C A; 31/ 7 1
.C A; 32/ 7 2
TABLE 3.X
0<k1<k2<k3
.−k1; k2;−k3/ D 0− 1 D −1;
X
0<k1<k2<k3
.k1;−k2; k3/ D 1− 1 D 0:
.; g/ 8g. / Orientation
.AB D; 123/ 1 2 3
.AB D; 132/ 1 −3 6 C
.AB D; 213/ 2 −1 3
.AB D; 231/ 2 −3 1
.AB D; 312/ 3 −1 6
.AB D; 321/ 3 2 1
.BC D; 123/ −1 −6 3 −
.BC D; 132/ −1 7 6
.BC D; 213/ 2 −5 3
.BC D; 231/ 2 7 1
.BC D; 312/ −3 −5 6
.BC D; 321/ −3 −6 1
.C AD; 123/ −5 2 3
.C AD; 132/ −5 3 6 −
.C AD; 213/ −6 1 3
.C AD; 231/ −6 3 1
.C AD; 312/ 7 1 6
.C AD; 321/ 7 2 1
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Note that the permutation
 D

vnC1 v1    vn−1 vn
v1 v2    vn vnC1

has the sign sign./ D .−1/n , so that by in Case 2.5, we have the following: for the oriented
n-simplex
 D "vnC1v1    vn.D .−1/n"v1    vnC1/
which induces the oriented .n − 1/-face  D "v1    vn such that
’g.vnC1/.vnC1/ D −jkj ;
’g.vi /.vi / D .−1/i−1ki for i D 1; : : : ; n; where 0 < jkj < k1 <    < kn
Similarly, Case 2.7 implies that for the oriented n-simplex
 D .−1/n"v1v2    vnC1;
which induces the oriented .n − 1/-face  D "v1    vn such that
’g.vi /.vi / D .−1/i−1ki for i D 1; : : : ; n
’g.vnC1/.vnC1/ D .−1/njkj; where 0 < k1 <    < kn < jkj:
Thus we haveX
0<k1<<knC1
f.−k1; k2; : : : ; .−1/nC1knC1/C .k1;−k2; : : : ; .−1/nknC1/g
D jY−j − jYCj:
Finally, the definitions of X 0, X 00 in Step 3 and Y 0, Y 00 in Step 4 imply that .X 0; X 00/ and
.Y 0; Y 00/ are bipartitions of X and Y , respectively. Moreover, conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) are
also satisfied with p D m − n and q D 1. Thus
.m − n/.jXCj − jX−j/C .jYCj − jY−j/ D 0;
and this identity is equivalent to (), the proof is complete. 2
EXAMPLE. Let the 2-pseudomanifold K and 8 D .’1; ’2; ’3/ be given in Figure 3 and
defined in Table 1. Then m D 3, n D 2. From Tables 2 and 3, we haveX
0<k1<k2<k3
f.−k1; k2;−k3/C .−1/2.k1;−k2; k3/g D .m−n/
X
0<k1<k2
D .k1;−k2/ D −1:
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